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Spiritual Warrior Participant Guide

July 2, 2009
Dear Warrior:
Spiritual Warrior will be here before you know it and James and the entire JRI team are excited
to host you in Sedona, Arizona!
In order to help make your planning and logistical coordination for Spiritual Warrior as easy as
possible, we have prepared the attached participant guide.
Keep in mind that we will be working diligently to make this event memorable. For this reason,
it is important that we do not disclose any further information regarding the event schedule or
planned activities. However, we will tell you that it is going to be an exciting, unforgettable, and
transformational week!
If you have any questions, please feel free to call us at 760.476.9077 or contact us via e-mail at
events@jamesray.com. We will be happy to assist you.
We wish all of you a safe journey to Sedona and look forward to seeing you soon!
Have a terrific day!
The Team at James Ray International
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Accommodations
Host Location
Our host location for Spiritual Warrior will be:
Angel Valley Spiritual Retreat Center
13513 Angel Valley Road
Sedona, AZ 86336
The event will be held at Angel Valley Spiritual Retreat Center in Sedona, Arizona. The location
is beautiful and it's guaranteed to set the scene for an amazing week that will absolutely
change your life!
The 70-acre property, surrounded by thousands of acres of The Coconino National Forest and
outlined by Oak Creek, is located in a region of intense energy lines and vortexes where the
Earth manifests strong healing and guiding energies. Pre-Columbian, Native Americans were
active in this region for thousands of years, and used these Earth energies as part of their own
religious and spiritual quests. The same energies used by these ancient cultures are available to
us today through alignments to our inner guidance, and to our divinity. Essentially, these Earth
energies may be used to help an individual align with his/her own heart energy and divinity.
Visit their website at www.angelvalley.org for more information about the retreat center.
Transportation options and driving directions are located on pages 8 and 9 of this guide.

Making Reservations
Angel Valley is an all-inclusive retreat center. Your investment of $267.00 per person, per night
(for 6 nights) will include your lodging, homemade meals and snacks made with primarily
organic and natural ingredients, and a phenomenal atmosphere that is sure to inspire your
spiritual growth and empowerment. Prices are per-person and are based on 2-3 individuals
sharing a room. No private accommodations are available. Angel Valley will determine all
roommate and lodging assignments.
Reservations must be made and payment received no later than Friday, September 4, 2009.
You may secure your reservation with a payment in full on your Visa, MasterCard, or American
Express.
For your convenience, payments may be completed via any of the following methods:
•
•

Complete and fax the attached Spiritual Warrior Food & Lodging Form to Angel Valley
directly at 928.634.1397. If there are any questions regarding your Lodging Form, you
will be contacted by Angel Valley.
If you do not have access to a fax, email Angel Valley your contact information at
spiritualwarrior@angelvalley.org and they will contact you to complete your
accommodation arrangements.

Please note that Angel Valley will be collecting all accommodations paperwork and processing
all accommodation transactions. These matters will not be handled by James Ray International.
Please contact Angel Valley directly at 800.393.6308 or 928.634.1320 for all matters
regarding your lodging payment arrangements. They look forward to connecting with you!
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Event Schedule
Arrival and Departure Dates
The event will start with dinner at 6:00pm on Saturday, October 3, 2009. Registration will be
set up at the entrance to the retreat center so that you may check in immediately upon arrival.
For this reason, please plan to arrive at Angel Valley between 4:00pm and 5:00pm. Please do
not arrive at the event location prior to 4:00pm. (If you arrive prior to 4:00pm, you will be
asked to wait in the parking lot until registration begins at 4:00pm.)
The event will end very late on Thursday, October 8. The Standard Stay Food & Lodging
reservation will allow you to remain on property that evening and enjoy breakfast on Friday,
October 9. In addition, Angel Valley is gifting you with an additional day at no charge, allowing
you to check out on October 10 (meals included)! You are also invited to stay through October
11th at the discounted rate of $155 per night.
Breakfast will be provided on the morning of your departure, regardless of your departure date.
You must vacate property no later than 11:00am on your scheduled day of departure.

Daily Schedule
Saturday, October 3, 2009
Registration*
Free Time
Dinner
Free Time

4:00 - 5:00pm
5:00 - 6:00pm
6:00 - 7:30pm
7:30pm

Sunday, October 4 – Thursday, October 8, 2008
Breakfast
Approx. 7:00 - 8:00am
Group Gathering
Approx. 8:00am
Lunch
Approx. 1:00pm
Group Gathering
Approx. 2:00pm
Dinner
Approx. 6:30pm
Group Gathering
Approx. 8:00pm
Day Ends**
Approx. 11:00pm

Entrance to Angel Valley
Dining Hall

Dining Hall
Crystal Hall
Dining Hall
Crystal Hall
Dining Hall
Crystal Hall

Friday, October 9, Saturday, October 10, or Sunday, October 11***
Breakfast
Dining Hall
7:00 - 8:00am
Depart
Prior to 11:00am
Angel Valley Courtesy Night

October 9th

* Arrivals must be scheduled for the afternoon of Saturday, October 3, 2009. We request that participants do not
arrive at the event location prior to 4:00pm. Participants arriving prior to 4:00pm will be asked to wait in the parking
lot until registration begins at 4:00pm.
** The event will officially end on Thursday, October 8, 2009 at approximately 11:00pm.
***Individuals are invited to extend their stay for up to two additional days. It’s FREE the first night (10/09/09) and
$155 each night thereafter, which includes lodging and three meals per day. Breakfast will be provided for all participants
on the morning of their departure. Individuals must vacate property no later than 11:00am on their scheduled day of
departure.
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Preparation
Required Reading
If you have not already completed The Holotropic Mind by Stanislav Grof, be sure to do so prior
to the event. Comprehension of this material is vital to your understanding of processes that
you will engage in throughout the event.
It is also recommended that you complete as many of the books as possible that are categorized
on the Recommended Reading List as “Required Prior to Spiritual Warrior.” You can view this
list online at http://jamesray.com/resources/reading-list.php.

What to Wear
Typical weather in Sedona in early October will be comfortably warm days (78-82 degrees) and
cooler nights (48-52 degrees). Bring a variety of clothes to ensure that you're comfortable
when venturing outside both during the day and at night, as well as when meeting in the airconditioned meeting room.
For the event, comfortable and casual clothing is recommended. Be aware that the temperature
in the meeting room is generally kept cool and can vary considerably throughout the day.
Make sure you wear comfortable clothing, bring a sweater or jacket, and dress in layers! We
also recommend wearing comfortable shoes.

What to Bring
There are a wide variety of items that you will need to bring with to get the most out of your
Spiritual Warrior experience. We have created the Spiritual Warrior Preparation Checklist on
the following page to help you prepare.
An integral element of the program will rely upon group use of Holosync technology. If you
would like to learn more about this technology, please visit the Centerpointe Research Institute
website at www.centerpointe.com. If you have not yet invested in this technology, you will
need to do so prior to Spiritual Warrior. The first program, Awakening Prologue, is available for
purchase through the Centerpointe Research Institute website at
www.centerpointe.com/links.php?ad=30830.
If you have already attended Quantum Leap, you will also need to bring your Power Generator,
Wealth Ignition, and Reclaiming Your Full Energy and Vitality CD programs. If you have attended
Quantum Leap and you have not yet invested in these programs, you may do so at Spiritual
Warrior. We will have copies available for purchase at the event.
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Spiritual Warrior Preparation Checklist
Please review this list thoroughly and carefully, and ensure you have all necessary items before
arriving on-site for the event. Each of these items is required for each participant.

Sleeping bag

Warm gloves

Back pack (day pack) or duffle bag
Hiking shoes (not tennis shoes)

Bag of chewing tobacco
Six feet of string
(approximately dress shoe lace size,
preferably red, but color not critical)

Power objects (i.e., objects that hold
special meaning for you)

Seven 3” x 3” squares of fabric

Yoga clothes

Re-sealable bags (10, any size)

Large, blank, spiral-bound notebook full
of lined paper

Bathing suit and/or one set of clothing you
can get wet (and possibly dirty) in

Writing instruments (several)

Yoga towel or band

Headphones (for CD player)

Toilet paper (1 roll)

Power Generator CD program (QL Grads
only)

Hat with a large brim

Reclaiming Your Full Energy and Vitality
CD program (QL Grads only)

Flashlight

Wealth Ignition CD program (QL Grads
only)

Portable CD player

Baby wipes (20)

Replacement batteries
(for your portable CD player)

Compass

Holosync Awakening Prologue CDs (or
advanced programs if applicable)

All-weather jacket
(Make sure it can keep you warm.)

Sunscreen

Sunglasses

Insect repellant
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Important Information
Photography and Recording
Photography or recording of any kind is not permitted in the meeting room. Thank you for your
cooperation.

Event Release Forms

We have provided a sample copy of the Spiritual Warrior Release, Waiver of Liability,
Assumption of Risk, Indemnity Agreement and Disclaimer and the Participant Publicity
Release Form on the following pages that each participant must sign, have witnessed and
submit at registration. Whether or not you plan to participate in any particular exercise, you
will be required to submit both of these forms in order to gain admittance to the event.
We have also attached an Angel Valley Release of Liability and Acceptance of Responsibility
Form. Please complete this form and hand-carry or mail it to Angel Valley at the address
provided on the form.

Planning Your Trip
Angel Valley is located 5 miles from West Sedona, 9 miles from Cottonwood. We are about 125
miles north of Phoenix and 35 miles southwest of Flagstaff.
You will need to arrange your own transportation to Angel Valley. You are required to arrive at
the retreat center between 4:00 and 5:00pm. We suggest you give yourself as much of a
cushion as possible in the event of flight delays, etc. However, we request that you do not
arrive at the event location prior to 4:00pm or you will be asked to wait in the parking lot until
registration begins at 4:00pm.
Sedona currently offers no public transportation services. In the past, most participants have
chosen to fly into Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport, rent a car for convenience, and follow the driving
directions (included below) directly to Angel Valley.
We highly recommend that Warriors work together to coordinate vanpools to the retreat
center. If you are willing to demonstrate that true Warrior spirit by stepping up and
coordinating arrangements for one or more vanpools, please post an announcement on the
Warrior Lounge! Thank you in advance for your leadership and willingness to help out!
In the event that you choose not to participate in a vanpool, included is a transportation service
option from the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport to Angel Valley:
Ace Express Shuttle Service
$60 per person per trip or $99 per person roundtrip. (Note: Prices current at time of
publication.) Please book 2-3 weeks in advance. Choose from the following vehicles:
Town Car (fits 3 people), Minivan (fits 5 people) or Full-Size Van (fits 10 people).
800.336.2239
928.639.3357
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Driving Directions
Coming from Phoenix via Cottonwood: Take I-17 North as far as Exit 287. Follow Hwy 260 to
Cottonwood. At the traffic light turn right onto Hwy 89A and drive 9 miles. After the exit for
Page Springs Rd, the Scenic View and past Mile Marker #364, turn right on to Forest Service
Road 89B, indicated by a small brown Forest Service sign. (If you see Sedona Pines you know
you are too far!) For further directions, see "Once You Have Arrived on 89B:"
Coming from Phoenix via Sedona: Take I-17 North as far as Exit 298. Follow Hwy 179 leading
into Sedona. At the “Y”, by the new Hyatt, turn left onto Hwy 89A. Follow 89A for 9 miles
through West Sedona. At Mile Marker #365, get into the left lane. Turn left onto Forest Service
Road 89B, indicated by a small brown Forest Service sign. (If you see the Page Springs exit you
know you are too far).For further directions, see "Once You Have Arrived on 89B:"
Coming from Flagstaff: The shortest and most scenic route is Oak Creek Canyon, Hwy 89A.
(An alternative is to take I-17 South as far as Exit 298 or 287 and follow above instructions.)
From the ‘Y’, the junction with Hwy 179, continue Hwy 89A for 9 miles through West Sedona. At
Mile Marker #365, get into the left lane. Turn left onto Forest Service Road 89B, indicated by a
small brown Forest Service sign. (If you see the Page Springs exit you know you are too far). For
further directions, see "Once You Have Arrived on 89B:"
Once You Have Arrived on 89B: Forest Service Road 89B is a well-maintained dirt road. Follow
this road for about 2 miles and Angel Valley will appear on your left. Follow the Angel Valley
sign and drive through the gate. Go across the bridge to where the road then “Y’s”. The main
Parking is on the left. To reach the office, stay to the right and follow the “Office” signs up to
where the road ends in front of the office.
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Map to Angel Valley
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Spiritual Warrior Release, Waiver of Liability,
Assumption of Risk, Indemnity Agreement and Disclaimer
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. BY SIGNING THIS AGREEMENT YOU ARE WAIVING ALL
RIGHTS TO COMPENSATION IN CASE OF INJURY.
In consideration of being permitted to participate in the Spiritual Warrior event (the “Event”) and being granted
access to the premises where the Event will be conducted, and for other good and valuable consideration, I
agree to release, waive and discharge James Ray International, Inc. (the “Company”), its principals, directors,
shareholders, employees, agents, promoters, independent contractors, sponsors, volunteer assistants, associated
coaches, and others associated with the Company, or any of them (the “Releasees”), from all liability to the
undersigned for any loss or damage, and any claim or demands therefore on account of injury to the
undersigned’s person (whether physical, emotional, psychological or otherwise) or property or resulting in death,
whether caused by the negligence of the Releasees or otherwise, relating to the Event, whether sustained during
the Event or not.
I am fully aware and understand that I will be given the opportunity by the Company to participate in physical,
emotional and other activities during the Event, some of which may take place outdoors and/or require the
participants to be isolated from one another and/or include very loud music. These activities may include
physical exercise (e.g., hiking, swimming, yoga, team games), Holotropic Breathwork (a psychotherapeutic
approach believed to allow access to non-ordinary states of consciousness), a sweat lodge ceremony (a
ceremonial sauna involving tight, enclosed spaces and intense temperatures), and/or a Vision Quest (a multiday, solitary, personal and spiritual quest in the wilderness without food or water) (the “Activities”). I am fully
aware that I may suffer physical, emotional, financial or other injury during any of the Activities and there is and
can be no assurance or guarantee regarding my health or safety in connection with my participation in the
Activities. I understand that (1) there are inherent risks in the Activities; (2) people may have been seriously
injured by participating in the Activities; and (3) if I voluntarily choose to participate in the Activities, there is a
risk that I may receive injuries requiring medical attention. I fully understand and acknowledge that there is no
requirement whatsoever that I participate in the Activities. If I do choose to participate in any of the Activities, I
affirm that I have not been nor will I be coerced or persuaded in any way to do so and I assume full
responsibility for and risk of any injury sustained in connection with the Activities, whether caused by the
negligence of Releasees or otherwise.
I also understand that the Company does not purport to offer any medical, psychological, therapeutic, religious,
or other professional advice at the Event and that the information provided at the Event is not a substitute for
professional psychological or psychiatric care. I agree that under no circumstances shall Releasees be liable to
me based on my use or misuse of and/or reliance on any information provided to me at the Event. And I
assume full responsibility for and risk of any injury whether personal, financial or otherwise that I might incur
based on such use, misuse and/or reliance thereon.
Similarly, I understand and acknowledge that meals may be served at irregular and varying times and that Event
hours are long and may last from approximately 8:00 a.m. to midnight or later. I also understand and
acknowledge that the temperature indoors and outdoors may vary from very cool to balmy and I assume
responsibility to dress in a manner that can be adapted to the temperature as necessary for my comfort. I also
understand and acknowledge that smoking areas may not be available on the premises of the Event.
I further understand that I may have the opportunity during the Event to engage in discussions regarding
products, businesses or business opportunities with other attendees. I acknowledge that any decision to engage
in a business relationship with an attendee, or with a person or entity in any way relating to my association with
an attendee, is entirely my own choice. Accordingly, I assume full responsibility for any loss, whether financial or
otherwise, that I might incur as a result of any such relationship.
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I expressly agree in no event shall the Releasees be liable to me, whether the claim be in tort, contract or
otherwise for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, special, exemplary, or punitive damages (even if the
Releasees have been advised of the possibility of such damages).
I agree to indemnify and hold harmless the Releasees and each of them from any loss, liability, damage or cost
they may incur due to my participation in the Event or in any way related to my presence on the premises of the
Event, whether caused by the negligence of the Releasees or otherwise.
I agree not to record by audio, video, photographic or any other means, any portion of the Event. I also
understand that all information and materials provided in connection with the Event, including but not limited to
workbooks and other written materials, trademarks, logos, graphics and images (the “Materials”), are the
copyrighted works and other forms of intellectual property of the Company. I understand and agree that I will
not use the information or Materials provided at the Event for any purpose other than for my personal use and
benefit. I understand and agree that I may not distribute, transmit, display or broadcast in any manner the
information or Materials for any purpose.
I further expressly agree that this agreement is to be governed by the law of the State of California, without
regard to conflicts of law doctrines, and the release, waiver of liability, assumption of risk, indemnity and
disclaimer provided herein are intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the law of the State of
California and that if any portion thereof is held invalid, it is agreed that the balance shall continue in full legal
force and effect.
I acknowledge that I have been given the opportunity by the Company to ask questions regarding any aspect of
this Release, Waiver, Assumption of Risk, Indemnity Agreement and Disclaimer. By signing below, I
acknowledge that I have carefully and completely read and fully understand all aspects of this agreement and
voluntarily agree to all of the terms and conditions stated in this document and that in doing so I have not relied
upon any oral representations, statements or inducement apart from statements made expressly herein.

Participant’s Name (Printed)

Witness’s Name (Printed)

Participant’s Signature

Witness’s Signature

Date

Date
Witness’s statement: I was present and observed
the above person read and sign this form.

Name of
Event:
Date of Event:
Location of
Event:

Spiritual Warrior
October 3-8, 2009
Angel Valley Spiritual Retreat Center
13513 Angel Valley Road, Sedona, AZ 86336
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Publicity Release Form
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY.
BY SIGNING THIS FORM YOU ARE WAIVING ALL RIGHTS TO COMPENSATION.
In consideration for the opportunity to participate in and appear at this James Ray International production (the
“Production”), the undersigned (“Participant”) does hereby grant to James Ray International and its affiliated
companies, successors, licensees, distributors and assigns (“JRI”), the unrestricted right to fix Participant’s image,
participation and/or performance, as it appears in the Production, in whole or in part, by any means or method;
and to use Participant’s name, voice, image and/or likeness as it appears in the Event, by any means, in any
form, content or medium, including, without limitation, television, radio, internet, wireless, podcasting, theatrical
and home distribution, sound recording, publishing and merchandising, and in order to advertise, promote or
market JRI and its events.
Participant does hereby forever release and discharge JRI, its officers, directors, employees, agents,
representatives, successors, assigns and licensees ( the “Released Parties”), from any and all actual or potential,
known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected claims, causes of action, liabilities and damages based upon or
arising out of any use of Participant’s name, voice, image likeness, or appearance in or in connection with the
advertising, promotion or marketing of JRI and its events, including, without limitation, any and all claims that
Participant has or may have for defamation, invasion of privacy or violation of the right of publicity, notoriety or
any other claims arising out of or relating to any use by JRI of Participant’s name, voice, likeness or appearance.
This release and the legal relations between the parties shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the laws of the State of California, without regard to conflicts of law doctrines.

Participant’s Name (Printed)

Participant’s Signature

Date
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Ministries and Spiritual Center
13513 Angel Valley Road, Sedona, AZ 86336
Phone: 928-634-1320/800-393-6308, Fax 928-634-1171

WAIVER/RELEASE OF LIABILITY & MY ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY
PLEASE BRING OR MAIL THIS FORM TO ANGEL VALLEY AT THE ADDRESS ABOVE. DO NOT FAX.
Based upon our Philosophy and Mission Statements, Angel Valley has created the following policy:
We believe that we are all creators of our own reality. Therefore, we ask that you sign this waiver and declare that you take full and complete
responsibility for all your creations while at Angel Valley. If you have any questions, please ask for our Philosophy and Mission Statements.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
I, _________________________________________ (print name), agree to abide at all times by the rules, regulations and instructions of and related to Angel Valley
Ministries, Angel Valley Spiritual Center and any other person or entity having an ownership interest in the Angel Valley Properties, Sedona, AZ 86336, along with any
of their employees, agents, officers, directors, staff, volunteers and other parties (including any unaffiliated event planners or organizers) or agents acting by or through
any of them, and any of their successors, heirs, executors and administrators (hereinafter "Angel Valley Parties"), whether in writing or verbal, including but not limited to
those provided below. I hereby further affirm and agree to the following:
1.

I agree to waive, release, indemnify and hold harmless and forever release and discharge each of the Angel Valley Parties for any and all claims, demands,
injuries, damages, actions or causes of action, suits, obligations, debts, judgments, remedies, or liabilities of any nature, and from all acts of negligence arising
as a result of, or otherwise in connection with or related to, my stay and participation at Angel Valley, any activities on the Angel Valley properties, or any
activities incidental thereto, wherever, whenever or however the same may occur, which may be made by me, my successors, family, estate, executors, heirs or
assigns.

2.

I agree that the Angel Valley Parties shall not be responsible for any bodily and or physical/mental injury suffered by me as well as loss/theft of property
during my stay at Angel Valley for any reason whatsoever including participation in activities (on and off the premises), using equipment or receiving services
and treatments, including, without limitation, ordinary negligence on the part of any Angel Valley Party.

3.

I understand that no Angel Valley Party is making any evaluation or recommendation regarding the treatment of any medical condition or my physical or
mental fitness for any program or activity. It is my sole responsibility to consult with a physician to determine if any of these medical condition(s) exist, if my
physical fitness is sufficient and whether such condition(s) pose a direct threat to my health and safety or to the health and safety of others.

4.

I understand that no Angel Valley Party is making any guarantees or representations regarding the results of my voluntary stay at Angel Valley or participation
in any programs directly or indirectly related to Angel Valley, the premises or any Angel Valley Party.

5.

I agree to be vigilant and to take full and complete responsibility for my safety and welfare by, among other things, always using a flashlight at night, by
walking at all times only upon designated paths and trails, and by inspecting my accommodation for, and avoiding as necessary, any animals, insects or reptiles
etc., by using caution when crossing Oak Creek on foot bridges, and by engaging in swimming and water activities only with proper caution and/or
supervision.

6.

I agree to be responsible for my actions at all times on the Angel Valley properties and in my interactions with Angel Valley Parties. I agree that I assume
risks by entering on the Angel Valley properties and by engaging in any activity with any of the Angel Valley Parties. I acknowledge the receipt of
consideration for effecting this waiver, release and acceptance.

7.

This Waiver, Release of Liability and My Acceptance of Responsibility shall be a continuing waiver, release and my acceptance, applicable to all future
activities and programs, and shall continue to be in full force and effect and applicable to any future visit to the Angel Valley properties and to any future
involvement with any Angel Valley Party of any kind or nature.

I affirm that I have carefully read, fully understand and agree to the contents of this Waiver/Release of Liability and My Acceptance of Responsibility form.
Other than the date, printed name, and signature, providing the other information requested below is optional. You will not receive mailings or other
correspondence from Angel Valley unless you specifically request it and your name will never be sold or given to any other parties.
Date: ____________________________________

Print Name here: ________________________________________________ Signature: ____________________________________________________________ _

Street: _________________________________________ City: _____________________________ State: _____________________ Zip: _______________________

Phone: (____) _________________________________ Cell: (____) _________________________ E-mail: ________________________________________________

How did you hear about us?_______________________________________________ Do you want to receive updates and newsletters?

Yes: ______ No: ______

Purpose for visit: _____________________________________________________________________________Individual Day Visit or Retreat: ________________

Group Retreat: _____ Group Name: _______________________________________________________Dates of Retreat: ___________________________________
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Angel Valley Spiritual Retreat Center

Spiritual Warrior Food & Lodging Application

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

PHONE:

GENDER: F M F F

EMAIL:

(confirmation will be sent to this address)

F I HAVE DIETARY OR MEDICAL RESTRICTIONS.

ZIP:

Please explain:

ACCOMMODATIONS PACKAGES
Package prices are per-person based on 2-3 people sharing a room and include all food and lodging expenses. Angel
Valley will determine lodging assignments. No private accommodations are available. All participants must stay at
Angel Valley and must participate in one of the following packages:
F

Qty: ______ @ $1,600.00

Standard Stay (food and lodging included)
Arrive: Saturday, 10/3 (before dinner)
Depart: Friday, 10/9 (following breakfast)

F

Extended Stay (food and lodging included)
F
F

Qty: ______ @ Free for 10/9
and $155.00 for each
additional day

Extend stay to depart on Saturday, 10/10 (following breakfast)
Extend stay to depart on Sunday, 10/11 (following breakfast)

TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE (INCLUDING ADDITIONAL DAYS): $
PAYMENT IN FULL SECURES YOUR RESERVATION.
PLEASE NOTE: James Ray International Spiritual Warrior event participants are not permitted to bring non-participating guests.

PAYMENT INFORMATION
CREDIT CARD #:

EXP DATE:

NAME ON CARD:
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE:

PLEASE NOTE: Due to administrative costs, salaries, coordination activities, materials printed, materials acquisitions, hotel
contracts and all other business expenses incurred for a public event, all event registration fees are a non-refundable purchase.

PLEASE FAX YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO ANGEL VALLEY AT 928.634.1397
NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, September 4, 2009.
Please contact the Angel Valley office directly at 1.800.393.6308 or 928.634.1320
should you have any questions.
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